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Notes From Michele
Michele Hathaway Tuton/ Regional Advisor 

In a workshop on “Sentence Sense,” Linda Sue Park, winner of the Newbery 
Award for A Single Shard, said that being a poet before writing prose made 
all the difference for her. Whether poetry is your first love or you’ve come to it 
later in your writing journey, I am more and more convinced that poetry is a 
kind of superfood for writers. Poets deal in raw words that hone scene, ideas, 
and emotion to their essential, most powerful elements. And this, says Park, is 
where we locate that elusive animal called voice—the words we choose at the 
sentence level.    

This August, we had a wonderful opportunity to learn from poet and author 
Cynthia Grady as she helped us unpack the poet’s tool box. This free workshop 
brought me to a new level of understanding of poets, poetry, and the essential 
poetic elements for all writing—including nonfiction. I hope Cynthia will be 
able to offer this workshop again soon in our region.

Other events to add to your calendar are the Enchantment Show in November, 
our ongoing critique groups, Shop Talks, and Illustrator events.  Don’t miss 
our semi-annual Hummingbird Writer’s Retreat, Oct. 27-29th with an optional 
personal working day on the 26th. 

Natascha Morris of Bookends Literary will be with us at Hummingbird to 
discuss how to interpret an editor’s pass on your work, social media, and other 
insights. She will also offer a limited number of pitch critiques. The true magic 
of the Hummingbird retreat blooms in the community that forms as we share 
our writing and writing life with each other. Registration is still open and a 
limited number of spots are available. Register soon!   
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Member News

Interesting project from Elaine 
Abramson:
Elaine is the new restaurant critic for 
the "ABQ Free Press". She has received 
week long proclamations from the city of 
Albuquerque and the city of Santa Fe for 
her young adult, new adult, adult series, 
"From Fat to Fabulous: A Lifestyle Guide 
for Restaurant Lovers". Book 4 in the 
series will be available in paperback and 
ebook formats at the end of July. The 
series takes readers into restaurants and 
shows them what to eat to lose weight. 
Congratulations Elaine, We'll be eager to 
see those reviews! 

Amazing news from Betsy James!
I couldn't have said this better than the lady herself, so here's a word from 
her:

"I haven’t made much noise about my latest YA/Adult crossover novel, 
because it was published by a small press and anyway I was feeling kind of 
discouraged and all that (sound familiar?). However, check out the second 
entry, below. Then look at the names in the second link:"

http://www.locusmag.com/News/2017/07/world-fantasy-award-nominees/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Fantasy_Award—Novel

Think maybe it’s okay to keep on doing this crazy writing thing we do?"

Absolutely Betsy, We think you are on the right path! 

Congratulations, we are very proud of you!
https://www.amazon.com/dp/161976
0916/?tag=locusmag06-20

The World Fantasy 
Awards Finalists:

Best Novel: 

"Roadsouls" 

by Betsy James 
(Aqueduct)
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SCBWI offers webinars across the regions in the 
US and abroad. This is a list of the webinars being     
provided by the various regions. 

All webinars are recorded, so that if you registered 
but didn't see it live, you can watch it in the recorded 
form. So, it doens't matter if you're not able to make 
it to the live event.

Webinars are priced affordably between $10-20 for 
most events. https://newmexico.scbwi.org/webinars/

Third Saturday Critique Group
Third Saturdays,  Noon to 2:00 p.m.,  

Erna Ferguson Library, 3700 San Mateo NE, Albu-
querque

Events and Workshops

"Deep Shadow" by Lois Bradley

Yarnspinners Meeting
 
The Santa Fe SCBWI critique group Yarnspinners has 
settled on LAST WEDNESDAYS for a regular monthly 
meeting. 
Where:  the Pick Room in the Main (downtown) 
library, corner of Washington and Marcy Sts.  
When:  2 to 4, unless otherwise noted.  
Why:  because we always learn from each other and 
juice up each other’s creative process!

For further information, contact Paige Grant:  
paigeanna@comcast.net.

"Not Here!" by Monica Di Bisceglie
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Shop Talks
All shop talks are located at Room 6,  

North Domingo Baca Multi generational Center,  
7521 Carmel Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113

   "Crash Landing" by Jason Androo Smith

September 12: 

Focus on agents for artists: Who are they, what are 
they like, and what can they do for me? We’ll watch 
some online presentations and videos, as well as 
here from local members about personal experi-
ences.  

*Inktober Reminder 

October 10: 

Group decision INKTOBER! 

Executive decision: we’re all doing Inktober — 31 
day daily drawing commitment. We’ll talk about 
how it’s going and share our progress! 

We generally do not meet in December, look for a 
Holiday Party Announcement in the e-Lert.

*SCBWI-NM Retreat  

OCT 26th-29th Hummingbird Music Camp,  

Jemez Mountains 

November 11: 

Enchantment Show Reception: details to come. 

For Illustrators 6PM: 

 November 14: 

2017 Recap and 2018 Planning Meeting! Let’s 
get together at the usual time and place and talk 
about how 2017 went for each of us. What should 
we change or keep the same for 2018? As always, 
bring works-inprogress to share and/or group 
critique. 

December 13: 

We generally do not meet in December, look for a 

Holiday Party Announcement in the e-lert.
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For Writers 7PM:
September 12

Write a Book, Save the World

Have you been struggling to commit to your writing? Do politics, personal crises, or the state of the world 
have you wondering what's the point? We'll discuss why we should write even during difficult times, why 
our stories matter, and how you can keep writing through depression and discouragement.

 October 10

Publishing Horror Stories

Let's dig into the dark side of the publishing business. We'll discuss the predators aspiring writers face, 
learn to look out for dangers, and share our horror stories.

 November 14

Using Mentor Texts to Improve Your Writing, with Sharon Sivinski

We will analyze some examples of really good children's literature using a color-coded system to find spe-
cific attributes. Bring four colored pencils (if you have them), paper, and a pen. You'll actually be writing 
too, trying to describe something or someone. Don't worry - we'll provide ideas for that if nothing comes to 
mind for you.

 December 12

Holiday Party

Save the date and start planning your potluck treat!
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Making Decisions as a Children’s Book Writer

By Sue Henshon

As a writer, you make decisions every time you hit the keyboard.  Some of these decisions are macro (the 
genre of the book you will write), while other decisions are micro (how to write an individual sentence 
within your story).  

Believe it or not, just the decision to be a writer is critical in itself.  Every time you write, you are bring-
ing your thoughts and feelings to the page.  What could be a greater risk – or a more rewarding chal-
lenge?

As you write for children, you’ll make decisions every time you hit the keyboard.  Some of these decisions 
will be easy; a book in which a young girl decides to keep her baby would be young adult fiction, not a 
picture book.  Other decisions will be more difficult.  Should you tell the school story from the perspec-
tive of the class clown – or the wimpy kid who sits in the back?  Should your bully have a sympathetic 
voice?  

These are difficult decisions to make, but keep a few things in mind.  Since the publication of Alice in 
Wonderland, children’s books have been dominated by young rebels.  Move over Sid, and let Tom Sawyer 
have a seat at the table.

It’s also critical to remember that a book that was published years ago might not make it to press today.  
Much as I love Anne of Green Gables, would it still be published in 2017?  When I started to reread this 
novel, I realized it might be rejected in today’s literary landscape.

As you make decisions, don’t forget to let the natural flow of your story carry you along, and not to be 
dissuaded by critics.  Alice in Wonderland would never sell as a basal reader; Dick and Jane can never 
have the wordplay that we find in Wonderland.  Stay true to your story, and don’t worry too much about 
every decision you make.

As you write along, sometimes it is essential to follow your natural instinct as a writer.  Just because 
other writers haven’t created a sympathetic teacher’s pet doesn’t mean you can’t.  And just because 
principals usually fit into the backdrop of stories doesn’t mean you can’t let them be center stage in your 
book. Who says you can’t break the rules?

Before you break the rules, you need to know the rules.  Study the classics, and remember that the best 
writers break the rules at some point.  For a perfect example, take a look at William Faulkner’s endless 
sentences. In an English composition class, he would be marked down for run-on sentences.  But his 
work is brilliant in context.

You need to write the story that only you can share with the world.  So go where your heart leads you, 
and you may be surprised at what it feels like to touch magic. Just do it!
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"Bookwyrm" by Jeanne Bowman

"Rocket Boy" & "Drawing Monkey" 
Jason Androo Smith

Member Art
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The Girl Who Writes

She strings words together, watching adjectives connect with verbs.  Then she waits for the 
muse to strike. When this fails, she drags her pen across the page until characters stumble 
into the story.  Finally she waits for the plot to flow into something greater than its parts, for 
the story to weave a pattern through the stars.

The Painter of Words

She paints images with words, pictures that blend into the mist and air.  She waits for a 
description that will bring a sunset to life in a way it has never been seen before.  She wants 
to draw the stars upon the page, to bring the tapestry of the waves into her story before they 
vanish across the horizon.  She tries, desperately, to define the world with words.  But she 
cannot capture a sunset upon the page, and a single grain of sand is too fleeting to spiral into 
words. Even a snowflake can never be trapped in one dimension.

The Typer

Her fingers pound words out of a typewriter crevassed with wrinkles.  She types until the 
story feels like it is mere words upon the page.  She waits for these words to become paint on 
a greater canvas, for the characters to emerge as people.  But the words remain black and 
white type trapped upon a page that has never been touched by starlight.

By Sue Henshon

"Baby bookwyrm" by Jeanne Bowman
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Begin your series by creating worksheets to keep track of the details. This will help avoid the pit-
falls of time spent having to flip back to previous books for small (or large) details that may have 
escaped you. Preparing your series worksheets isn't much different than keeping track of the 
details for each of your writing projects. To accomplish this for each individual book project:

1.Keep a separate notebook for each book.

2. In each notebook, preferably during the first stage, create a chart of the following important 
information. This will take time but will be worth it. The information will be at your fingertips to 
tweak as you go along, and also to use for school visits, your blog, etc.

    

Ideas on how to Organize your Series

Keep a separate section or separate notebook if you've created a series. A series organizational 
chart can contain information similar to the charts for your books.

The Challenge is in the Details 
by Linda Wilson

• Age group                              
• Genre
• Verb tense
• Point of View 
• Mood or tone      
• Setting
• Time span
• Character list, role played in your story and profiles
• Theme
• List of Scenes or contents of chapters
• Concept sentence           
• Why you wrote your book
• Where your idea came from
• Research: what you researched, what file it's kept in, sources you've cited
• Books by other authors that are similar to your book or that you used as models
• A list of your favorite authors, your favorite books and the authors' bios

• Series title
• Genre
• List of characters and how this list changes from book to book
• How the books tie together
• How your characters grow and change as the series progresses
• Series timeline
• Settings
• Keep track of the series books you've read and notes you've taken
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Join the Fun

One of the most fun parts of writing a series for me has been reading popular and well-loved series by 
other authors.

What's so intriguing is the difference in how the books are connected from series to series. In the Step-
ping Stones series of chapter books about ghosts by Marion Dane Bauer, each book has different mc's 
and characters; the connection is that each book is about a ghost-of-a-different-color: The Blue Ghost, 
The Green Ghost, The Red Ghost, and The Golden Ghost.  And the delightful Princess in Black series 
by Shannon Hale and Dean Hale, in which sweet Princess Magnolia must handle a monster problem 
when her glitter-stone ring rings. Out bursts the Princess in Black for her next adventure, which is 
different in each book.

When I first realized that two of my projects could become series I was intimidated. But, after study-
ing the nature of series writing I've come to realize that planning is key, as it is for the creation of any 
book, either right from the start or the plans emerge sometime during the revision stage. I plan to 
avoid as many pitfalls as possible by following the advice of authors who have shared their expertise 
and experiences. I hope this information will help you, too. 

Treasure Chest of Sources on Series Writing 

http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2011/11/02/writing-a-series-continuation-issues/ 

http://www.nownovel.com/blog/how-to-write-book-series/ 

http://www.nownovel.com/blog/how-to-write-a-series-mistakes/

http://www.nownovel.com/blog/six-secrets-to-writing-a-series/

http://www.writersdigest.com/editor-blogs/guide-to-literary-agents/some-tips-for-writing-a-series

Writing the Fiction Series: The Complete Guide for Novels and Novellas, by Karen S. Wiesner.   

• Most important: write down how your series will end

• Also: keep track of special information pertaining to your story, such as in my MG 
mystery, the chapter(s) and page numbers of when the ghost appears.

• Take notes on the books you've read and on how the series is connected.
• Note who the mc is and how the mc changes and grows
• Are there new characters introduced? Which ones stay the same in each book?
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Writing a Teacher's Guide
by Rosemary Zibart

I know many of you have teacher’s guides for your 
books. However I had never created one. My publisher 
had commissioned someone to write a Teacher Guide 
to one of my books, Forced Journey: The Saga of Wer-
ner Berlinger, but I wasn’t satisfied with it. So I set out 
to re-write it. 

First, however, I needed to re-read the book that was 
originally published in 2014 and written years before 
that. A bit to my surprise, it turned out the story is 
more powerful than I had remembered. I even won-
dered if I could write such an openly emotional story 
today.

In Forced Journey, a 12-year-old Jewish boy, Werner, 
flees Nazi-dominated Europe for the United States in 
1939. He struggles to make it on his own in New York 
City. He ends up experiencing many different parts of 
the city from Second Avenue to Central Park to Har-
lem and back to Second Avenue. The book represents a 
little-known chapter of American history that occurred 
at the outset of World War II. Like the British Kinder-
transport with offered sanctuary for 10,000 children, 
it’s based on accounts of the “Thousand Children” who 
found refuge in the United States when their Jewish 
parents were denied entry.

I discovered Forced Journey has many important top-
ics to address with students. The key topic, however, 
repeated again and again, is prejudice. Werner first 
encounters ethnic prejudice in his homeland where the Nazis ruthlessly attack and murder Jews. He 
discovers another form of prejudice on the ship to the U.S. when a belligerent sailor almost refuses 
the ragged-looking youth passage and then makes way for a wealthy gentleman. Once he arrives 
in the United States, he’s attacked by Jewish neighborhood bullies for being a recent immigrant, 
a newcomer. And he’s shocked to discover nearby a representative of the German Bund who still 
salutes Adolf Hitler as the savior of Germany. Then Werner experiences his own racial prejudice 
when he meets Alf, a generous hobo who boasts he’s “half-Eskimo, half-Negro, half-Indian and half-
skunk”. Having been raised in the racially-conscious Germany, he’s internalized its racial stereo-
types and struggles to rid himself of this influence. 

In school, Werner’s harassed by the 4rth grade teacher, Mr. Pendergrast, who claims that real 
Americans have a names like John for John Adams or Thomas for Thomas Jefferson, even though 
his classroom is filled with students named Jose or Stefan or Werner. 
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"Predator" by Lois Bradley

But the most telling scene of prejudice occur when Werner travels to Harlem with Amos Todd, 
an old colored man who’s rescued him and his runaway friend Anika. As they travel together to 
Harlem. a police officer urges the boy to step away from the line of Negroes boarding the bus. To 
his shame, Werner accedes to the suggestion and betrays his kind friend. “Now Werner realized 
he wasn’t so different. It was easy to hurt others. No matter where you lived, in any country and 
at any time. You could easily turn toward hate.”  

The Teacher’s Guide offers the opportunity to explore all these forms of prejudice – many of which 
are still present today, unfortunately. I found a wealth of on-line research opportunities for stu-
dents including the Holocaust, American immigration policies which have varied widely from 
decade to decade, people’s prejudices toward refugees and immigrants and finally racial stereotyp-
ing. When Werner regrets his behavior and apologizes to Amos Todd, it seemed appropriate to 
link this gesture to “forgiveness” – where individuals and even countries have asked forgiveness 
for past injustices or atrocities. I discovered several amazing on-line articles on this subject. 

The overriding theme of this book is Werner’s ability to survive despite the extreme emotional 
and physical challenges he encounters. In the books climactic chapter, hit by one loss after anoth-
er, Werner almost gives up and dies. Yet, with the help of his best friend and an unexpected ally, 
he survives. Aside from relating an important piece of American history, the story offers students 
hope that they will be able to face the difficult experiences in their own lives and find ways to 
survive and thrive.

Working on this Teacher Guide renewed my sense that teachers have a great opportunity to seri-
ously engage children’s minds and spirits using contemporary literature.
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Submit to the Newsletter! 

Volunteers: 
REGIONAL ADVISOR 

Michele Hathaway Tuton 
newmexico@scbwi.org

ASSISTANT REGIONAL ADVISOR 
Shirley Duke 

newmexico-ara@scbwi.org

ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR  
Melinda Beavers 

newmexico-ic@scbwi.org

ELERTS 
Sharon Sivinski 

scbwi.nm.elerts@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR    
Monica Di Bisceglie  

scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com

SANTA FE YARNSPINNERS 
Paige Grant, Facilitator 

paigeanna@comcast.net

Please send any articles, news, and artwork to:  
scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com 

For ease of editing, please submit within the following 
guidelines: 

Writing: 
•Please submit documents within a word processor  
document: MS Word, Pages, or similar as an attach-
ment with your email.  
•Please do not include large articles as the text of an 
email as they are difficult to grab, copy and paste.  
•Please limit articles to 1,000 words, or roughly 3 
pages of text.  
•File names should follow this format:  
First_Lastname_Titleofarticle_monthyeardate  
(ex: Jeanne_Bowman_AStoryIWrote_0416)

Art: 
•Please submit your artwork as a 72 dpi JPG image no 
larger than 8.5X11in.  
•Please crop images so there aren’t any  borders. 
•File names should follow this format:  
First_Lastname_Titleofartwork_monthyear 

Editors note:  While all the information in our newsletter is accurate to the best of our knowledge, always double-check!   
SCBWI New Mexico cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  We are always interested in upcoming info, news from members, articles, 

anything that space (and good taste) permits.  Feel free to email information or comments to Monica Di Bisceglie at : 
scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com. 


